North Idaho Geologic Map Database (GIS). Personal (and File) Geodatabase

Personal GeoDatabase Feature Dataset

Tags
geologic map data, geologic attitude measurement, Geologic symbol, Geologic vein, point data, linear measurement, Geologic dike, geologic map, Loess polygons, Geologic contacts, Geologic map polygons, Geologic folds, Loess contacts, geologic measurement, north Idaho

Summary


These data were created from original field work or complied from existing geologic map data. Most new mapping was done at 1:24,000. Use the Source_ID field in each Feature Class to determine original geologic source mapping scale by linking to the sources table in the dataset (this is done for you by taking advantage of the Relationship Classes in this dataset). Data was compiled using IGS Geologic Map Data Model. This geologic map data compilation includes the following 30 x 60 minute tiles of geologic map data: St. Maries, Coeur d' Alene, Potlatch, Elk City, Kooskia, Nez Perce Pass (Idaho part), Missoula West (Idaho part), and Hamilton (Idaho part).

Geologic mapping is always a work in progress as scientists strive to map at larger and larger scales. These data are a mix of scale and quality. Use the Source_ID in each Feature class to link to the Sources table to identify the relative quality of each map object. Map-edge conflict between geologic maps, where not resolved, are shown with intent of letting the user know there are unresolved geologic mapping issues.

Description

Geologic map data, Idaho. This data was created from original field work or complied from existing geologic map data.

Data Feature Classes:

Attitude: Geologic attitude point data (e.g., strike and dip). This data was created from original
field work or complied from existing geologic map data.

Linear: Geologic bearing and plunge point data (e.g., linear). This data was created from original field work or complied from existing geologic map data.

Contact: Geologic map unit contacts (map unit boundaries). This data was created from original field work or compiled from existing geologic map data.

Dike: Geologic map dikes (lines). This data was compiled from existing geologic map data. See sources table for sources to geologic mapping. Dikes too small to digitize as polygons are only available as lines.

Fault: Geologic map faults (lines). This data was created from original field work and complied from existing geologic map data.

Fold: Line, or trace, representing the intersection of the plane of geologic fold axes with the surface. This data was created from original field work and compiled from existing geologic map data.

Linesym: Miscellaneous geologic features symbolized as lines. For example, giant ripple crests, moraine ridge crests, terrace scarps, slumps, landslide scarps. This data was created from original field work or complied from existing geologic map data.

Loess: Loess unit polygons. This data was created from original field work or complied from existing geologic map data.

Loess_Contacts: Geologic loess unit contacts (boundary lines between loess polygons). This data was created from original field work or compiled from existing geologic map data.

Rock: Geologic map unit polygons. Map unit polygons are made from Contacts (map unit boundaries). Does not include loess. This data was created from original field work or compiled from existing geologic map data.

RockCentroid: Geologic map unit (Rock) Centroids.

SaproliteContacts: Saprolite unit contacts (map unit boundaries). This data was created from original field work or compiled from existing geologic map data.

SaproliteOverlays: Saprolite map unit polygons. Map unit polygons are made from Saprolite contacts.

Vein: Line, or trace, representing the intersection of a geologic vein with the surface.

**Credits**

Science credit: Idaho Geological Survey staff from 1996-2018 are the main sources of geology; many other sources went into this compilation. Use the Source_ID field in each Feature Class to determine original geologic mapping source.

GIS credit: Loudon Stanford, Steve Mulberry, Linda Tedrow, Jane Freed, Dean Garwood, Theresa Watt, Ben Studer

**Use limitations**

Digital geologic map data intended for NON-SITE-SPECIFIC use.

**Extent**
There is no extent for this item.

**Scale Range**
Maximum (zoomed in) 1:5,000
Minimum (zoomed out) 1:150,000,000
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Resource Maintenance

RESOURCE MAINTENANCE
UPDATE FREQUENCY as needed
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